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DialogFlow (API.AI) tutorial: Handling multiple intents
in your Python webhook code
If you read my previous post about getting started on Heroku, you might be wondering how to
move on to the next step.

While I cannot recommend the best next step for your particular use case, I can suggest
something which is a good next step from the viewpoint of learning.

The periodic table chatbot
A little while back I blogged about the periodic table chatbot. I had used the example to show
how to store values in contexts. I had also mentioned the following:

As you can see, the bot does not provide the actual values. To do that, we need to
connect it to a webhook. I want to keep this example simple, so for now we will
pretend that the webhook code will be wired up later to get the correct value.

Now we will �ll in the blanks, quite literally 😉

Multiple intents
The �rst thing to note is that there are multiple intents - one for looking up the atomic number
of an element, and another for getting the chemical symbol.

In order to process this on the webhook side, we will do the following: for each intent, we will
add an action. This action is used to make sure the correct subroutine (i.e. function) is called
on the webhook.

So this is how it goes:

1. API.AI maps the user's message to an intent
2. The intent calls a webhook, and passes the "action" as a parameter (Note: the webhook is

a POST method, meaning the webhook signature is not modi�ed according to the
parameter. Instead, all the data arrives at the webhook as a big clump of JSON. Since the
single webhook method acts as a "catch-all", inside the webhook, you write some code to
extract the "action", and then call a suitable subroutine. Needless to say, you need to have
one subroutine per de�ned "action" - that is the right way to organize the webhook code)

3. The correct subroutine executes, does some custom business logic
4. The result of the business logic execution is carefully wrapped into the exact JSON

format that API.AI expects - bungle this, and you will be scratching your head forever and
then you will claim that "webhooks are too hard". 🙂  (I will suggest a process for
debugging webhook errors in a future post)
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5. Once the correct JSON comes back to API.AI (oh, and you only have 5 seconds to make
sure all the above happens else API.AI will time out) - it will use the JSON data to display
the appropriate response.

A �ow diagram
The �ow diagram below shows how this works in practice.

(You can get the high res PDF �le of this image from MBD Resources)

Once the webhook code receives the JSON, it will extract the action as well as the element
name, and:

1. Use the action to choose the correct subroutine
2. Use the element name to look up the appropriate answer
3. Construct the JSON using the answer it found
4. Return the JSON back to API.AI

How other intents are handled
What happens when an alternate intent is mapped by API.AI?

For example, if the user says "What is the chemical symbol for Oxygen", then API.AI should
map it to the GetChemicalSymbol intent. This intent has the following action:
getChemicalSymbol. In turn, when the JSON reaches the webhook, the processRequest

https://courses.miningbusinessdata.com/
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method will look up the action, and then call the appropriate subroutine
(makeWebhookResultForChemicalSymbol) method.

The app.py looks as follows:

#!/usr/bin/env python 

 

from __future__ import print_function 

from future.standard_library import install_aliases 

install_aliases() 

 

from urllib.parse import urlparse, urlencode 

from urllib.request import urlopen, Request 

from urllib.error import HTTPError 

 

import json 

import os 

 

from flask import Flask 

from flask import request 

from flask import make_response 

 

# Flask app should start in global layout 

app = Flask(__name__) 

 

 

@app.route('/webhook', methods=['POST']) 

def webhook(): 

    req = request.get_json(silent=True, force=True) 

 

    print("Request:") 

    print(json.dumps(req, indent=4)) 

 

    res = processRequest(req) 

 

    res = json.dumps(res, indent=4) 

    # print(res) 

    r = make_response(res) 

    r.headers['Content-Type'] = 'application/json' 

    return r 

 

 

def processRequest(req): 

    print("Request:") 

    print(json.dumps(req, indent=4)) 

    if req.get("result").get("action") == 

"yahooWeatherForecast": 

        baseurl = 

"https://query.yahooapis.com/v1/public/yql?" 

        yql_query = makeYqlQuery(req) 

        if yql_query is None: 

            return {} 
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        yql_url = baseurl + urlencode({'q': yql_query}) + 

"&format=json" 

        result = urlopen(yql_url).read() 

        data = json.loads(result) 

        res = makeWebhookResult(data) 

    elif req.get("result").get("action") == 

"getAtomicNumber": 

        data = req 

        res = makeWebhookResultForGetAtomicNumber(data) 

    elif req.get("result").get("action") == 

"getChemicalSymbol": 

        data = req 

        res = makeWebhookResultForGetChemicalSymbol(data) 

    else: 

        return {} 

    return res 

 

def makeWebhookResultForGetChemicalSymbol(data): 

    element = 

data.get("result").get("parameters").get("elementname") 

    chemicalSymbol = 'Unknown' 

    if element == 'Carbon': 

        chemicalSymbol = 'C' 

    elif element == 'Hydrogen': 

        chemicalSymbol = 'H' 

    elif element == 'Nitrogen': 

        chemicalSymbol = 'N' 

    elif element == 'Oxygen': 

        chemicalSymbol = 'O' 

    speech = 'The chemial symbol of '+element+' is 

'+chemicalSymbol 

 

    return { 

        "speech": speech, 

        "displayText": speech, 

        "source": "webhookdata" 

    } 

 

def makeWebhookResultForGetAtomicNumber(data): 

    element = 

data.get("result").get("parameters").get("elementname") 

    atomicNumber = 'Unknown' 

    if element == 'Carbon': 

        atomicNumber = '6' 

    elif element == 'Hydrogen': 

        atomicNumber = '1' 

    elif element == 'Nitrogen': 

        atomicNumber = '7' 

    elif element == 'Oxygen': 

        atomicNumber = '8' 

    speech = 'The atomic number of '+element+' is 

'+atomicNumber 
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    return { 

        "speech": speech, 

        "displayText": speech, 

        "source": "webhookdata" 

    } 

 

def makeYqlQuery(req): 

    result = req.get("result") 

    parameters = result.get("parameters") 

    city = parameters.get("geo-city") 

    if city is None: 

        return None 

 

    return "select * from weather.forecast where woeid in 

(select woeid from geo.places(1) where text='" + city + "')" 

 

 

def makeWebhookResult(data): 

    query = data.get('query') 

    if query is None: 

        return {} 

 

    result = query.get('results') 

    if result is None: 

        return {} 

 

    channel = result.get('channel') 

    if channel is None: 

        return {} 

 

    item = channel.get('item') 

    location = channel.get('location') 

    units = channel.get('units') 

    if (location is None) or (item is None) or (units is 

None): 

        return {} 

 

    condition = item.get('condition') 

    if condition is None: 

        return {} 

 

    # print(json.dumps(item, indent=4)) 

 

    speech = "Today in " + location.get('city') + ": " + 

condition.get('text') + \ 

             ", the temperature is " + condition.get('temp') 

+ " " + units.get('temperature') 

 

    print("Response:") 

    print(speech) 
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    return { 

        "speech": speech, 

        "displayText": speech, 

        # "data": data, 

        # "contextOut": [], 

        "source": "apiai-weather-webhook-sample" 

    } 

 

 

if __name__ == '__main__': 

    port = int(os.getenv('PORT', 5000)) 

 

    print("Starting app on port %d" % port) 

 

    app.run(debug=False, port=port, host='0.0.0.0') 

You can see that the app.py derives from the original weather webhook sample, with some
modi�cations to achieve the results that we want.

Test your understanding
Based on your understanding of this tutorial, add a handler subroutine for the GetColor intent.
Once you add a few handlers for a given agent, you will get a good understanding of how to
structure your webhook code.

Get the agent ZIP �le and Python code sample for this tutorial from my MBD
Resources course (chapter 10)
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Notify me when someone replies to my comment

Hi! Great tutorial.

The code, however, needs a few updates as Dialogflow has moved to APIv2. It would

be great if you could help me with the changes.

Thanks.

Pranjal Naman

June 25, 2019

Reply to Pranjal Naman

I will look into this soon, but it will probably be a few weeks.

aravindmc

June 26, 2019

Reply to aravindmc

great tutorial, But not getting how to deploy python code in dialogflow?

Dhruv Mevada

May 10, 2018

Reply to Dhruv Mevada

I answered it here.

aravindmc

May 10, 2018

http://abc.com/
https://miningbusinessdata.com/you-can-only-use-nodejs-in-the-inline-editor-of-dialogflow/
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Reply to aravindmc

Hello,

is it possible to use http address. I see that in your example you use a yahoo api. My

wish to make a response.post and retrieve the result of the header. I would already

like to do this code for example. Dialogflow gives a 500 error with this code. if I

remove it it works.

r = requests.post (“http://linuxfr.org/”)

     if r.ok:

         tt = “hello”

         #print (“Token:” + authToken)

         return tt

     else:

         print (“HTTP% i -% s, Message% s”% (r.status_code, r.reason, r.text))

is it possible ? my python script works locally by launching it manually but not with

dialogflow.

Thank you

Eric

April 18, 2018

Reply to Eric

Have you tried stepping through the code with ngrok? Does that also work?

aravindmc

April 18, 2018

Reply to aravindmc

c’est quoi the code with ngrok?

Eric

April 19, 2018

Reply to Eric

aravindmc

April 19, 2018
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Not sure what you wrote there 🙂  but here is how ngrok is used for local

debugging:

https://miningbusinessdata.com/the-most-important-tip-for-building-

dialogflow-webhooks/

Reply to aravindmc

I try to make a ngrok “tls -hostname = dest-test.herokuapp.com 443” but

that does not work. he asks me to buy a professional license.

Eric

April 19, 2018

Reply to Eric

Yes, I believe ngrok is only free for local development. But doesn’t that

help you step through the code and try solve your original problem?

If not, then you might be running into some Heroku specific issue, which

you need to ask Heroku support.

aravindmc

April 20, 2018

Reply to aravindmc

at what time informs your links to haroku. in the links you provided me he

asks to launch ngrok http 80 and to enter the result in dialogflow but

when is the link to my script done? as ngrok recupere my script? should

we put it in the same directory as ngrok?

thank you

Eric

April 20, 2018

Reply to Eric

I am not able to follow this question. You can book a (paid) 1-on-1 Skype

coaching call if you are interested.

aravindmc

April 22, 2018

https://miningbusinessdata.com/the-most-important-tip-for-building-dialogflow-webhooks/
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If you need help with building your
Dialog�ow bot, �ll out my contact form, and
I will email you back.

Reply to aravindmc

Hi there. Great tutorial. My webhook works perfectly on the api.ai console, but my

responses are not showing in Messenger? DO you know what I could be doing

incorrectly?

Vukile

January 14, 2018

Reply to Vukile

Hi Vukile, I am not very familiar with the Messenger integration. Perhaps

someone else can pitch in on this comment thread and give an answer.

aravindmc

January 15, 2018

Reply to aravindmc
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